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NESARA Explained
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Dear Loyal FCUSA Members:
Here is a ‘sample’ RV project prototype you can modify for
your projects (requires member login).

Model for Projects

Special Notice
We’ve been falsely blocked as ‘spam’ the past 6 weeks
and are working to clear. Get your newsletter at the
site.
If you are not receiving your weekly newsletter after
one sign-up, check your own spam-blocker and add
achiever@mindspring.com... Also contact your internet
provider and have them ‘whitelist’
achiever@mindspring.com.
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Prime Creator has gifted humanity with more new
blessings:
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As NESARA occurs, GSA processes will process
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through the International Common Law World
Court. Then, no new orders can be submitted.
Creator is in the final steps of cleansing free
floating entities, curses, demons, etc. to awaken
not only humanity but also "all-that-is" (ATI),
however, individual beings still need to do their
own 'Entity Removal' (ER) and 'Emotional and
Physical' (EP) cleansing. Remove yours here.
Do your grounding and heart centering daily.
.
1) CALIFORIA FIRES:
The earlier fires in northern CA were induces
by the cabal using lasers from airborne craft.
Notice the trees burning from the inside out
and homes burned to the foundation yet cars
untouched.
Contrast this to the southern CA fires. Similar
home destruction but cars are burned and
even melted. Trees untouched other that the
winds wiping the home fires igniting trees
that burned ‘normally’ from the outside in.
Thus different technology.
These southern fires were not set by the
cabal or their minions but from an off planet
dark source that Creator has now neutralized.
2) SOUTHERN INVADERS:
The MS13 and terrorists among the 4000+
southern border invaders (funded by Soros
and Democrats) are arriving in Tijuana and
banging on the US door.
The remaining group is being transported
and fed by Soros and Democrats paid
minions plus most of the invaders have even
turned down Mexico’s offer for sanctuary,
housing and jobs.
These are paid protesters (just like the

Kavanau event and dozens of other protest
around the country). Their recent attempt is
to create chaos for the Trump administration
instead of using the legal process seeking
asylum.
Trump has dispatched troops to the border to
stop their invasion. For now they cannot
actively participate in the ICE roundup until
‘Marshall Law’ is announced. Would Trump
has sent them there if Marshall Law was not
forthcoming?
3) VOTER FRAUD:
Voter fraud ‘traps’ were set in fraud prone
areas around the country. Watch for arrests
as recounts are underway in many states.
4) ASCENSION:
As light continues to rise for our awakening
and transformation to light, watch for
dramatic positive changes to occur in the
days ahead as preparation for our ultimate
ascension.
PLEASE NOTE: CREATORS PLAN
The numbers below have not increased in the past
2 weeks to allow humanity to assimilate the
massive changes already sent. However, Creator
has launched a new wave of light that will uplift
humanity and remove massive amounts of
remaining darkness.
DO NO HARM
Currently at 92%. At 100%, the propensity for
humans to do-no-harm is being downloaded to
all. This will continue to rise to 100% in the days
ahead.
.
TRUTH INDEX
Percent of misbeliefs replaced by Creator's truth:
currently 100% on the Earth plane. Allow a few

days for humanity to assimilate. Results will be
profound as humans will be compelled to speak
and act on Creator's truth.
.
REMOVAL OF DARKNESS
Percent of remaining darkness removed by
Creator: 28%. Massive positive change will occur
as we reach 75% and beyond.
.
HUMANS GROUNDED & IN HEARTSPACE
Creators light is grounding and moving humans
into their hearts. Currently 20%.

Prime Creator has gifted humanity with more
new blessings:
..
CREATORS SUPPORT:
Creator has neutralized the harmful effects of 5G
and the advanced energies used during the
southern CA fires and hurricane Michael.
.
IN AND BEYOND OUR PARADIGM:
All of the free floating harmful entities throughout
the paradigm are being removed by Creator.
Centillions of centillions of light essences in and
outside our paradigm have also been cleansed
increasing light within our paradigm by 25%.
NEW DARK REALMS DISCOVERED:
Creator has identified and a large number of very
dark realms beyond our paradigm. Two of these
worked together to initiate the recent CA fires.
Dark elements in 20 realms have been eliminated.
Personal: Dark entities still exist in significant
numbers in/on/around human beings, homes,
computers, phones, pets and cars. Remove yours
here.
.
All beings fall into one of five categories.
-2 Very dark

-1 Dark
.0 Neutral
+1 In the light
+2 Of the light
These are just learning stages for each of us to
grow moving up to ‘of the light’.
Examples:
Very dark: Hillary Clinton, Soros
Dark:
Bill Clinton, Pelosi, Waters
Neutral:
Jeff Sessions (removed)
In the light: VP Pence, Matt Whitaker
Of the light: Pres. Trump
Trump has grown from ‘in the light’ to ‘of the light’
during his presidency.
When we ground and move into our hearts, and
when our ‘entities’ are removed (ER) and
emotional/physical blocks removed (EP), and allow
truth from Creator to enter our lives, we advance
our spiritual journey.
From this higher plane, we have a greater influence
over our own lives and that of others. Plus,
possibly for the first time, you have opened
communication with Creator.
Currently 20% of humans are grounded and in their
hearts. Only 20% of these commune with Creator.
Sometimes we forget we ‘volunteered’ to come to
the Earth experience with dark and light along with
freewill to experience fully the good, the bad, the
ugly and the beautiful.
It is our job to find Creator and get guidance on
how to first fix ourselves then improve things in
our lives and expand to help others on our planet.
When things are beyond our control, then ask
Creator for support. If you are grounded and in

your heart, your request will be heard. Then if it is
beneficial and in the highest and best, it will be
acted upon by Creator.
If you are NOT grounded and in your heart, your
message to Creator will NOT be heard.
DUMP YOUR GUNK
You may have already figured out, you are ‘gunked
up’ with entities negatively affecting you.
Whenever you receive a thought or message from
someone, it will be filtered by these harmful
entities producing dark/negative thoughts that
direct your actions unconsciously.
Plus you have many unresolved emotional issues
placing you in the ‘dark’ category viewing life thru
a dark filter. These are easily remedied with ER and
EP programs. Learn more
Instead of blaming others for yours or other
problems, you need to go within and resolve your
own challenges. First ground and get into your
heart with the grounding exercise, remove your gunk
with ER and EP, then you are ready to commune
with Creator.
May you be blessed,
Rev. Tom

Thank you Prime Creator of Light

Member News
Did you know, the ER and EP programs are healing gifts
from Prime Creator?
Learn about the “LIFE CHANGING” Entity Removal and
Emotional/Physical programs.

Recent Testimonial:
Tom and Lois,
“It's been almost a year since Tom and Lois did the

Entity Removal / Clearing on myself, hubby and our
dog Gretchen, car, home & work. I was remarking to
him this week that I just can't believe how much better
I feel! I was having a lot of issues with my intestinal
area and it is much improved. If I remember correctly
they removed mass, mass quantities from us. Not only
have I physically felt better but I am just happy!!
Actually feeling like my old self again after several
years of unhappiness, stress etc. I have finally been
able to start losing weight as well. I had tried several
times over five years and was stuck...now I understand
why. [Others] could certainly benefit from this
process.....thank you Tom & Lois! Am so ready for RV,
the new plan and new lifestyle!!!”
Blessings
Karen (member)

If you have an FCUSA purchased or provided LLC
and have questions on your annual dues, you can
contact INCORP through their new support person,
VALERIE VILLEGAS at 800-246-2677 in Nevada.

World News
- World News Articles

- Any country refusing GESARA rules of denuclearization and peace will be removed from
the new financial CIPS system and will not be
able to trade with any other countries and
receive NO post RV funds.

Mayan Calendar
- We have been led to believe the Mayan
Calendar ended in 2012. Not true. Do to a
miscalculation in conversion, the actual end
date is 2018!
We are seeing evidence of the massive shift to
the light via the ever rising “do-no-harm” and
‘truth’ indices. Soon, no one will be able to do
harm or tell a lie! This alone will bring about
world peace and prosperity by releasing
massive wealth for positive changes on planet
Earth. This is the year of transition!

FCUSA News
 GSA IRS, State, CRA, Bank processes.
 LLC Creation.

o
o
o
o
o

LLC’s are simple to work with.
Banks readily accept them.
You can use it to store cash and pay bills.
You can purchase cars & homes with them.
You can sell them easily by simply
changing the manager – thus no real estate
or closing fees.
o They limit liability to the item it owns.
o It has positive tax advantages.
o It is private – your name will not be found
during a search.

Special Notice!
Payout Preparation:
Over our history several programs have been implemented

and will soon be ready for disbursements.
To assist us in properly preparing your funds, it is
'imperative' that you provide us your details so we know
you are still active or you will be removed as a member. If
you have kept in touch with other members, please also
guide them to this process for completion.

If you have already completed your input, THANK YOU!

YOUR INPUT IS VITALL
1) We must hear from you or you are Suspended:
If you DO NOT complete this form and commit to support FCUSA or
declare HARDSHIP, we cannot support you and you will be
SUSPENDED (NO PAYOUT – NO SUPPORT).

2) If you have Processes and are Suspended:
If you are suspended or behind in your 'Maintenance' since 7/14 or from
the start of your membership, you must begin maintenance and attempt
to get current or declare Hardship or we will not pay your processes
and support you.

3) If you are a Member Only (with no processes):
You must begin maintenance and attempt to get current or declare
Hardship or YOU will not be allowed to participate in post AR
processes and other forthcoming club benefits. YOU WILL BE
DROPPED AS A MEMBER.

Don’t miss out! Take 2 minutes now…

Complete Your Payout Preparation

FASTER, EASIER THAN EVER
Have you seen our updated FCUSA Home Page?

HERE’S WHAT FCUSA DOES DO FOR YOU
Thank you for your continuing support of our mission. Here are
many of your FCUSA gifts:

Earth News
RV News
GSA

LLCs
Live and Recorded Calls
(Intro, VIP, Member, Prosperity & QE)
Entity Removal (ER)
Emotion and Physical Clearing (EP)
and so much more.

My Favorite One Stop Shop for Everything

“I've decided FCUSA is just about "a one stop shop" for
everything!!! :) Financial, Spiritual, Practical, Health, Political,
and basic common sense education with muscle testing thrown
in to make it all work. Then add Quantum Energetics and we'll
be 5th dimension before we know it. Many, Many Thanks to you
and your wonderful crew for bring the best and brightest and
especially, "coming from the HEART" which perhaps is one of
the best things to give to HUMANITY and this precious EARTH.
MUCH MUCH LOVE TO YOU ALL. YOUR TIME AND EDUCATION
WILL BE FELT FOR GENERATIONS AND DIMENSIONS...”
Darla

Add Your Testimonial

WE ARE HONORED BY YOUR SUPPORT!
Here is how you have supported us in the past and we would be
honored again with your $300 annual dues (use option 4b).
If you prefer to opt into $30/month dues (use option 4a).

HAVE YOU LOST YOUR AR PAYOUT STATUS?
REGAIN YOUR STATUS
Perhaps you would like to make a one-time donation: donation (use
option 0).
If you have recently paid your dues, thank you. If you have
questions on back dues or other, click here.
What has been your experience from FCUSA or what suggestions do
you have for your club? Testimonial

May you be blessed throughout 2018,

Tom, Debbie, Lois, Sandy, Rick and staff.

Breaking News
GCR/RV/NESARA

Earth News
“Islam is not a religion of peace. It’s a political
theory of conquest that seeks domination by any
means it can.” – Ayaan Hirsi Ali

Creator’s Prophesy: “It is with great honor I bring
you news of your future dear beings of Special
Earth. Your future has been secured in my heart
and in my light as I fill your hearts and minds with
new blessings that will astound you. Your purpose
and Mine are now in process of completion.
Release your false gods and surround yourself with
my loving embrace that will erase the pain and
struggle from your life. Witness perfection of
yourself and others with eternal peace in your
heart and soul. Great physical and spiritual wealth
is forthcoming to uplift your spirits in preparation
for your final awakening. Inner wisdom will guide
you from your heart. Stay grounded with your
Special Earth as greatness is coming to those in
their hearts.“
Channeled by Rev. Tom

Your Prime Creator of Light

Did you know, the ER and EP gifts come directly
from Prime Creator of Light and Love?

ENTITY CLEARING (ER)

Did you Know?
 Centillions of invisible entities (250+ types)
have invaded billions of beings on our planet.
We now find around 400,000 on each person
we clear.

Learn more
Testimonials

EMOTION - PHYSICAL CLEARING (EP)
.

EMOTIONS AND PHYSICAL HEALTH


Following or in conjunction with Entity Removal
(required), you can complete your return to
wellness by releasing your deep seated emotion
and physical cleansing.

Learn more
Testimonials
RV Update
GCR/RV/NESARA

RV Update
ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are
three sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008
AA.

GSA/WCNS CALL OUT
GSA processing by the International Common Law
World Court is accepting it’s last entries

There are still hundreds of delinquent GSA accounts.

Check YOUR WCNS STATUS here
Check the WCNS column and scroll down to your member number (first
column in WCNS group). If you have a completion date in the third
column of WCNS, you are complete. If blank, something is missing.
Your GSA process WILL NOT be honored unless you have completed all the
affidavits, data, order and payment. If you are delinquent, your claim will
NOT be honored or PAID!
IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLETE YOUR WCNS.
1000+ GSA and WCNS participants are lacking one or more essential items
in the following areas:
 Missing affidavits
 Missing data
 Missing order
 Missing payment
You can check your status here: If your GSA or WCNS columns do NOT
have a completion date… you are missing something that is stopping your
successful World Court victory!
If your process has not completed, use the following links to complete
your processes:
WCNS upgrade order:
http://freedomclubusa.com/inc/sdetail/62146/65275
WCNS data or affidavit: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/wcns
Bank Loans: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/bank_loans
IRS or CRA: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/irs__cra
Bankruptcy: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/bankruptcy
QUESTIONS
Contact us: info@gold-shield-alliance.com

PayPal payment: http://order-processing.net/ordering Option 8
Check/MO payment to:

Our New Earth
4002 Hwy 78 Suite 530-321
Snellville, GA 30039

BioRenew [Return]

BioRenew Products

BIORENEW - Home
All Products
AngerClear
FearClear
SorrowClear
RealTrim

RealWater
Health Guide
BioScan

BioRenew Health Guide
Discover what emotions precipitate your DIS-EASE.
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